CONDITON
MONITORING
SOLUTIONS
IT'S TIME TO GO WIRELESS

CONDITON
MONITORING
SYSTEMS
WHAT WE OFFER :
1.I & A ( Inspection & Analysis) of all critical Mill parts :
•Entire Mill Area including preparatory devices like Choppers
,Levellers, Fibrisors &Sugar Mill rollers .
•This includes Shafts & their journal Areas, Rotor bodies,
Motors, Anvil , Firbizor hammers, Knife bodies, Rollers,
Pinion,Liners, Couplings and other related components.
•The process involves a thorough inspection of the dismantled
components by IMCO experts for visual , dimensional,
mechanical, electrical as well as non destructive tests like UT ,
MPT or DPT as and where required.

2. Recommendations & report submissions:
• Based on condition of the components IMCO submits a
comprehensive report with recommendations for repair,
reconditioning or replacement.
3.

R&R: Reconditioning and /or Replacement job :

• Based on acceptance of proposal ,Components /equipment to
be reconditioned or replaced, jobs to be done at factory or
IMCO’s state of the art workshop in Ambernath are readied for
installation with dynamic balancing for rotary equipment.
4. Re-Installation of equipment:
•Installation to be done by plant with supervision of critical
components by IMCO experts . This includes dynamic balancing
of rotary equipment after installation, checking of electricals,etc.

5. Installation & Commissioning & calibration of threshhold values:
• Installation monitoring equipment at critical locations on the
machinery and threshold limit calibrations to be done with the
recommendations of the plant team over a period of one month
to two months after the plant starts running.
6.

Real time monitoring at given frequencies:

•Data will be monitored in real time over as per the threshold
limits and frequencies set for each data point.

CONDITIONMONITORING

INDUSTRIES SERVED
Manufacturing units
Predictive maintenance
of machines, increasing
productivity by tracking
assets and people in
real time.

Airports & Hospitals
Reduce the time your
staff wastes in tracking
assets in hospitals,
airports, etc. Also, track
and monitor the safety
of your patients.

Warehouse, Data
Centers & Cold
Storage facilities
Control food and good
losses by monitoring
temperature and
humidity in real time.

Airports & Hospitals
Reduce the time your
staff wastes in tracking
assets in hospitals,
airports, etc. Also, track
and monitor the safety
of your patients.

Continue reading at next page >

COIN - OUR
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
•Communication speed - 1 Mbps
•Suitable for high speed & high data applications.
•Self-learning and self-healing capabilities.( out of network if the
battery is down for whatever reasons the system reconnects by
the shortest avl route- keeps on hunting,.
Self Healing- the coin that was down will start and hunt and self
heal on its own.
•Range - 180 ft per node max subject to interference. Range
increases with more nodes in the mesh. ( coin to coin is node to
router) if coins are not able to connect to the gateway this
additional coin will act as booster.
•Machine learning and edge computing on every node. Studying
of vibration patterns to formulate with algorithm will keep on
comparing and if difference is within range). Edge computing is a
processing happening on every coin – load . This reduce slag.
•D type battery

CONDITON MONITORING
SYSTEMS FOR SUGAR
Sugar Rollers
Ability to detect vibrational data.
Detection of temperatures, flows, levels, viscosities to help
understand the root problem and get to accurate solutions.
Wirelessly process data into the system which seamlessly
generated comprehensible/ easy to read reports.
Manage multiple assets under one software umbrella.

Choppers
COINS's are installed on machinery from which insights are
required.
Temperature and Vibration sensors in COIN will record any
irregularities.
The manual process of monitoring machine health is
eliminated.
Root cause can be analyzed to identify root cause and
location of frequently occurring issues.

Fibrizors
Easy to install in confined and hazardous spaces where
humans cannot go.
Set parametric threshold values that synchronize with alarm
systems to easily pre - detect problems.
Industry leading alarm setpoint and alarm identification.

Sugar plants
Ability to predict failures in advance (FFT).
100% uptime without breakdowns.
Periodic reports for better planning.
Increase in productivity.
Lower operational cost & highly economical.

Continue reading at next page >

CONDITIONMONITORING

OUR PROCESS
Connect
Detect
Inform
Improve

RANGE OF SERVICES :
Vibration analysis and
diagnostics
Lubricant analysis
Acoustic emission
Infrared thermography
Ultrasound
Oil condition sensors

ITS TIME TO GO
WIRELESS
Powerful Analytics enable our customers to draw valuable insights
based on sensor data. Real time notifications when threshold value
crosses via SMS & Email, Monitoring live Streaming of Temperature
reading at set intervals.

Added Benefits :
Separate account with Login + Password
Browser based access to multiple devices & Cloud Storage
Cloud Analytics
SMS, Email notifications as per threshold
Every end of the day automatic report.
Remote technical support
User settable threshold setting etc.
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